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ABSTRACT 

Optimizing electrolyte performance is crucial for the widespread adoption of 

electrochemical energy storage. We demonstrate that limiting current provides a robust criterion 

for determining the optimum electrolyte. Experiments were conducted on rigid block copolymer 

electrolytes comprising mixtures of polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) copolymer (SEO) 

and  lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide salt (LiTFSI) over a salt concentration range 

from ��� = 0.04 to ��� = 0.20 (��� is the molar ratio of lithium ions to ethylene oxide). We show

that the maximum limiting current density is 4.3 mA cm-2 at ���  = 0.12. The dependence of 

limiting current on salt concentration is in good agreement with predictions from Newman’s 

concentrated solution theory with no adjustable parameters.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

The need to develop new rechargeable battery chemistries is well-established.[1,2] One 

approach for increasing the energy density of lithium batteries is by replacing the graphite 

battery anode with lithium metal.[3,4]  Commercial lithium metal batteries are limited, and one 

of the problems associated with these batteries is the formation of dendrites on the lithium metal 

negative electrode during charging.[5–7] Block-copolymer electrolytes with a rigid non-

conducting domains and a flexible ion conducting domains are potential candidates to solve this 

problem.[8] The rigid domains are designed to prevent dendrite formation, while the flexible 

domains provide avenues for ion transport between the electrodes.  

The limiting current density is one parameter that determines whether or not a given 

electrolyte can be used in an application. The limiting current is defined as the steady current at 

which the lithium ion concentration at the cathode approaches zero.[9–12] The continuous 

application of current induces concentration polarization in the electrolyte and the limiting 

current density signifies the maximum concentration polarization that can be accommodated in 

an electrolyte.[13–16] Exceeding the limiting current density will lead to degradation of the 

electrolyte in the vicinity of the cathode. Despite the clearly established importance of the 

limiting current density in the literature, this parameter is very rarely measured.[17–21] 

The symmetric lithium-electrolyte-lithium cell is a convenient platform for defining the 

limiting current density (as opposed to cells including a composite electrode comprising a large 

number of particles) because the locations of the planar electrodes are well defined. It is, 

however, not trivial to measure limiting current density if issues related to dendrite formation 

have not been resolved. It is clear that the introduction of non-planar structures, such as 
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dendrites, will interfere with limiting current density measurements. Block copolymer 

electrolytes wherein dendrite formation is suppressed are thus ideally suited for measuring 

limiting current density.[22] 

We report herein on electrolytes comprising mixtures of polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene 

oxide) (PS-b-PEO, or SEO) copolymer with lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide salt 

(LiTFSI). Our work covers a broad range of salt concentration from ��� = 0.04 to 0.20, where ��� 

is the molar ration of lithium ions to ethylene oxide monomer units. Ion transport on the 

continuum scale can be rigorously predicted by Newman’s concentrated solution theory: [23–26] 

this requires measurements of three transport parameters (conductivity, κ, salt diffusivity, D, and 

the cation transference number in respect to the solvent velocity, ���  ) and the thermodynamic 

factor. These parameters have been measured for the electrolytes used in this study and can be 

found in ref [27]. We can thus predict the dependence of limiting current density on salt 

concentration. In addition, we can predict the potential drop versus current characteristic of our 

electrolytes at currents below the limiting current density. We present comparison between 

experiments and theory with no adjustable parameters. We demonstrate the existence of an 

optimal electrolyte that maximizes the limiting current density.  

2. METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

In this study we use a polystyrene-b-polyethylene oxide diblock copolymer (PS-PEO or SEO), 

which was synthesized by anionic polarization polymerization as described in previous work. 

[28–30] The molecular weight of the two blocks were Mw(PS)= 235 kg mol-1 and Mw(PEO) = 222 

kg mol-1 for PS and PEO respectively. The polydispersity index in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

(NMP) with respect to a polystyrene standard, PDI is 1.05. Lithium 
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bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide salt (LiTFSI) is added to the polymer in order to obtain a 

conductive electrolyte, the molar ratio ��� is defined as the molar ratio of lithium ions to the

ethylene oxide moieties.[31] We studied a wide salt concentration range of electrolytes with 

���  = 0.04, 0.06, 0.085, 0.10, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.20. An argon filled glovebox with less than 1 

ppm of water and less than 1 ppm of oxygen was used to prepare all electrolytes and all 

electrochemical cell assembly steps were performed in it to avoid any contamination. 

2.2. Electrolyte casting and lithium-lithium symmetric cell assembling 

Electrolyte casting methods, as well as lithium-lithium symmetric cells assembly methods, 

closely mimic those previously reported.[32–35] The solvent used to cast membrane was NMP. 

This method results in freestanding electrolyte films of about 50µm thickness. Lithium metal foil 

used in this study was purchased from FMC Lithium at 99.9% purity (thickness of 150 µm). All 

cells were vacuum sealed inside a polypropylene-lined aluminum pouch material (Showa-

Denko) in order to perform our experiments outside the glovebox.  

2.3. Limiting current density experiment 

Limiting current density experiments were inspired by methods reported in Hudson[21] and 

Maslyn et al.[22]. Lithium-lithium (Li-Li) symmetric cells were first annealed at 120ºC for 4h in 

order to erase the electrolyte temperature history. Then cells were allowed to equilibrate at 90 ºC 

for one hour before performing the experiments. All experiments were performed at 90ºC. The 

Li-Li symmetric cells were first conditioned at a low current density of i = 0.02 mA cm-2 for 15 

cycles, using a BioLogic VMP3 potentiostat, in order to ensure a stable interface between the 

polymer electrolyte and lithium electrodes. One cycle consisted in 4h positive polarization 

followed by 45 min of rest, then 4h negative polarization followed by 45min of rest. In order to 

determine the limiting current, a series of alternative positive and negative polarizations were run 
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onto the cells. First, Li-Li symmetric cells were run at 3 low current densities (i = 0.05, 0.08, 0.1 

mA cm-2) for 15 min each, followed by 30 min of rest to allow for relaxation, in order to sample 

the linear regime for the current-voltage relationship. As soon as a steady-state potential was 

reached during polarization, the applied current was stopped in order to minimize formation of 

lithium protrusions which can short circuit the cell prematurely. After observing the linear 

regime at three low current densities, cells were run at high current density to see the divergence 

of the potential, which is the signature of limiting current density exceeded. Next, the applied 

current density was decreased incrementally until a steady state voltage was again observed in 

response to the applied constant current. After each polarization, cells were let to rest for 30 min 

or until complete relaxation of the potential. After each polarization and rest steps, 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements were run, for a frequency range from 1 

MHz to 1 Hz at an amplitude of 40mV, to confirm that the cell was not damaged.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 

Figure 1 shows the typical potential drop over the electrolyte versus time data obtained at 

different current densities for one electrolyte (��� = 0.085). Each curve represents the time 

dependence of the normalized potential drop over the electrolyte |Φ|L-1, where Φ is the measured 

voltage response corrected for the potential drop due to interfacial impedance and L is the 

electrolyte thickness, at fixed applied current density, i. Our approach for determining Φ is given 

in ref [23] and [22]. The potential drop accounting for the drop due to the interfaces is calculated 

using Φ = Φ,measured – iRiA, where Φmeasured is the measured potential drop, Ri is the interfacial 

resistance measured by impedance spectroscopy after each polarization, and A is the cell area. 
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We begin with small applied current densities (i = 0.08 mA cm-2 and below) to ensure that the 

cell has been properly assembled and conditioned. We then step up the current and obtain 

potential versus time curves that either saturate or diverge at long times (0.55 ≤ i ≤ 1.50 mA cm-

2). Saturation behavior is seen at all current densities i < 1.0 mA cm-2. The upper limit of this 

range is labelled “largest sustainable current density” in Figure 1.  Divergent behavior, which is a 

signature that the lithium ion concentration at the cathode approaches zero and that the reductive 

redox reaction is compromised,[25] is seen at current densities greater than i = 1.35 mA cm-2. 

Beyond the limiting current density, the electrons in the negative electrode cannot react with 

lithium ions and therefore are forced to participate in irreversible reactions with the polymer. The 

unstable potential versus time response seen at i ≥ 1.35 mA cm-2 in Figure 1 is a signature of 

these irreversible redox reactions.  The lower limit of this range is labelled “smallest 

unsustainable current density” in Figure 1. In the example in Figure 1, the highest sustainable 

current density is found to be i = 1.00 mA cm-2, while the smallest unsustainable current density 

is found to be i = 1.35 mA.cm-2. Therefore, we define the experimental limiting current, iL, as the 

average between the highest sustainable measured current density and the smallest unsustainable 

measured current density, here iL = 1.175 mA cm-2. These steps were reproduced for each salt 

concentration studied.  

Figure 2 

This procedure was repeated for 4 to 6 cells for several salt concentrations. Figure 2 

shows the results of these experiments. The measured data are presented using the right y-axis 

where the product iLL is plotted as a function of ���. This format accounts for unavoidable 

differences in electrolyte thickness from cell to cell. On the left y-axis, the limiting current 

density is normalized to a thickness of 20 µm, iLnorm, assuming that the product iLL is a constant 
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as predicted by Eq 1. We used 20 µm as it is the thickness of standard separators used in Li-ion 

batteries: [36] 

 �	,��� = ��,���
�

�� ,             Eq. 1 

where ��,��� is the experimentally determined limiting current density (mA cm-2) and L the 

measured thickness of the electrolyte (µm).  

At low ��� values, the limiting current density increases almost linearly from iLnorm = 0.94 

mA cm-2 for ��� = 0.04, up to iLnorm = 4.3 mA cm-2 for  ��� = 0.12. At ��� values higher than ��� = 

0.12, the limiting current density decreases from iLnorm = 4.3 mA cm-2 for  ��� = 0.12 to iLnorm = 

3.3 mA cm-2 for  ��� = 0.20.  

Newman derived a simple expression for the limiting current density in a dilute 

electrolyte,[37] 

�� = ����
�(����),               Eq. 2 

where c is the molar salt concentration (mol cm-3), D is the salt diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1),  F 

is the Faraday constant (C mol-1), L is the thickness of the electrolyte (20µm). In dilute 

electrolytes the cation transference number can be approximated by ��, the current fraction 

measured by methods proposed by Watanabe, Bruce, Vincent, and coworkers’ methods.[13,38] 

We used the same formulas for our block copolymer electrolyte assuming that c is the molar 

concentration of the salt in the ionic conducting domains, the parameters D and �� for our 

electrolyte are given in ref [27] and reproduced in the SI Figure S1. The limiting current density 

calculated using Eq 2 is shown in Figure 2 as a dashed line. One generally expects the limiting 

current density to increase with increasing salt concentration. The experimental observation of a 
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regime where the limiting current density decreases with increasing salt concentration is 

therefore unexpected.  

It is clear from Figure 2 that dilute solution theory cannot fully account for the 

experimental results. We therefore use Newman’s concentrated solution theory[26] to obtain a 

more rigorous prediction of limiting current density. We use the approach developed by Pesko et 

al.[25] and Frenck et al.[27] wherein the concentration gradient as a function of position is 

calculated using Equation 2.  

� �( )�( )
 !"#$% ( )

 (�)
 (�&�) '� = � (( )

)�� *
+�(,)-(.�/�) !"�01()

 (�)
 (�&�) ) 23

24�5- d� = � 7(�) (�)
 (�&�) d� = − 9 �

� )�
�-,   Eq. 

3 

where : is the ionic conductivity (S cm-1), ;� is the volume fraction of the conducting phase, 

.� is the charge number of the cation, <� is the number of cations in the dissociated salt, U is the 

open circuit potential, m is the molality of salt in the conducting phase, and 
23

24�5 is the change in 

the open potential. The dependence of :, ;�, c, U and m on r is given in ref [27] and [39] and 

reproduced in the SI.  

The potential drop, =, at steady state can be predicted using the Equation 3,   

=(>) = ? � �( )�( )
 !"#$% ( )(( )��( )

 (�)
 (�&�) d� ,             Eq.4 

where, ���  is the anion transference number with respect to the solvent velocity, ���  = 1 - ��� . 

Furthermore, substituting J(r) in equation 4, we can rewrite equation 4 as a function of 

measured parameters as shown in Eq.5:  

=(>) = ? � �
(��( )��)(D���) !"�01( ) ) E3

EFG5- d� (�)
 (�&�) = ? � H(�) (�)

 (�&�) '�,       Eq. 5 
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Figure 3 

Figure 3 presents the calculated concentration dependent functions J(r) and G(r) as a 

function of salt concentration using equations 3 and 5. A polynomial fit and a double exponential 

fit of the functional form given in equation 6 and equation 7, respectively, were used in each case 

in order to calculate the corresponding integrals. Fits are shown as dashed curves in both Figure 

3(a) and Figure 3(b). 

7(���) = I���J + L���M + N���O + '���P + Q���� + R��� + S,         Eq. 6 

H(���) =  T�  +  U�exp (−Y����  )  + U�exp (−Y����  ) ,        Eq. 7 

Table 1 gives the fitting parameters for J(r) and G(r).  

7(���) a b c d e f g 

 - 3.98 × 10-4 3.80 × 10-4 -1.46 × 10-4 2.88 × 10-5 - 3.03 × 10-6 1.55 × 10-7 - 2.52 × 10-9 

H(���) T� U� U� Y� Y�   

 1.12× 10-5 2.06× 10-5 2.38× 10-5 8.22 8.56   

 

Table 1. Fitting parameters for J(���) and G(���) used to obtain the polynomial and double 
exponential fits showed as dashed curved in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) respectively.  

 

By integrating Equation 3 between �(> = 0) and �(>), we can model the salt 

concentration profile, �, at a given ���  and a given current density, i. This procedure is repeated 

with increasing values of i until the concentration at the cathode (>/\ = 1) reaches zero, which 

corresponds to the limiting current density. Figure 4(a) presents an example of salt concentration 

profiles as a function of position in the cell (0 ≤ x/L ≤ 1) calculated using Eq.3 for a cell with an 

electrolyte of ��� = 0.085 at different current densities, from i = 0.20 mA cm-2 to i = 2.80 mA cm-

2. The colormap indicates the current density for each salt concentration profile. We see an 

increase in the salt concentration gradient as i is increased. The limiting current density is 
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reached for this particular electrolyte at i = 2.80 mA cm-2 (pink curve). This theoretical limiting 

current density, iL,theo, was determined for each salt concentration using the same procedure.  

Figure 4 

Figure 4b shows the calculated spatially dependent steady-state potential normalized by 

cell thickness, ΦSS L-1, as a function of current density and position in the cell x/L using Eq 5. 

The value of ΦSS L-1 at x/L= 0 represents the average potential gradient across the electrolyte at 

the specified current density. As i is increased, the steady-state potential profile increases, as 

expected.  

Figure 5 

Figure 5 compares the experimentally measured ΦfL-1 (markers) with theoretical 

predictions for ΦSS L-1 (dashed curve) as a function of ���, for three current densities: i = 0.02, 

0.05 and 0.08 mA cm-2. We choose these current densities as they are below the limiting current 

density of all electrolytes covered in this study. We can see that the measured Φf L-1 is a complex 

function of salt concentration. The qualitative features of the dependence of Φf L-1 on ��� is 

similar at all three current densities. At i = 0.02 mA cm-2, we find two local minima at ���= 0.06 

and ��� = 0.18, with a local maximum at an intermediate value at ��� = 0.12. The local minimum 

at low salt concentration is in quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions. The theoretical 

maximum is predicted at ��� = 0.18 which is somewhat higher than the experimental value. 

Similar agreement between theory and experiments is obtained at i = 0.05 and 0.08 mA cm-2. It is 

clear from Figure 5 that predictions based on concentrated solution theory capture the complex 

dependence of Φf L-1 on ���. This is remarkable because concentrated solution theory[26] was 

not originally developed for predicting the potential versus current characteristics of 

nanostructured materials.[22,39] For battery applications the optimal salt concentration would be 
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to the case where Φf L-1 is minimized; therefore the local minima in Figure 5 are of practical 

significance.  

Figure 6 

We now return to the experimentally measured limiting current density as a function of 

salt concentration and compare these results with theoretical predictions. Figure 6 shows the 

experimentally measured limiting current densities normalized to a 20 µm thick electrolyte, 

iL,norm, while the theoretical calculated limiting current density, iL,theo, is shown as a blue solid 

line.  The right y-axis shows the limiting current density multiplied by the cell thickness, iLL. In 

our theoretical predictions, we see an increase in the limiting current density as the salt 

concentration increases, until it reaches a maximum, iL,max, for ���  = 0.15 with iL,max = 5.85 mA 

cm-2. The same general behavior is seen experimentally. The experimentally determined value of 

iL,max is 4.30 mA cm-2 and it is obtained at ��� = 0.12. Note that the experimental data in Figure 5 

indicates that the least efficacious electrolyte is one with ��� = 0.12. In contrast, the limiting 

current density analysis indicates that the optimal electrolyte is the one with ��� = 0.12. This 

difference arises because the data in Figure 5 were obtained at low current densities, while the 

optimum in Figure 6 reflects electrolyte properties at high current densities. The optimal limiting 

current of SEO/LITFSI electrolytes is well below that of PEO/LiTFSI electrolytes, wherein iL = 

20.8 mA cm-2 for a 20 µm thick electrolyte was obtained for ��� = 0.085.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Optimizing battery performance is crucial for the widespread adoption of electrical 

energy storage. The electrolyte is a key component as it transports the working ion between the 

positive and negative electrodes. Conductivity is often used as the criterion for determining the 
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optimum electrolyte. This transport parameter is of limited value as it reflects the motion of both 

the cation and the anion, and it does not reflect the nature of salt concentration gradients that 

occur under dc polarization. In this paper we demonstrate that limiting current provides a robust 

criterion for determining the optimum electrolyte. If the concentration dependence of transport 

parameters is ignored, limiting current is a monotonically increasing function of salt 

concentration.[37] If this is true, the optimal electrolyte is one with the highest salt 

concentration.  

Experiments were conducted on rigid block-copolymer electrolytes composed of 

mixtures of an SEO block copolymer and LiTFSI with a salt concentration range from ���  = 0.04 

to ���  = 0.20. These experiments extend our previous work on limiting current and block 

copolymer electrolytes which examine SEO LiTFSI mixtures at three ��� values, from ��� = 

0.04, 0.085 and 0.12.[22] In addition, the more complete present study shows that the limiting 

current density, iL, increases with increasing salt concentration until reaching a maximum of 4.3 

mA cm-2 at ���  = 0.12. At higher concentrations, iL decreases with increasing salt concentration. 

The optimal SEO/LiTFSI electrolyte is thus one with ���   = 0.12. The stability of block 

copolymer electrolytes against lithium metal anodes and dendrites prevention is the subject of a 

number of previous publications[32,34,40–44]. Our ability to measure limiting current at high 

salt concentrations is entirely due to this stability. In homopolymer PEO electrolyte for example, 

we could not measure limiting current above ��� = 0.085 due to rapid growth of lithium dendrites 

We used Newman’s concentrated solution theory to predict the limiting current density. 

We also use this theory to predict the potential needed to drive current through the SEO/LiTFSI 

electrolytes as a function of current density (below the limiting current) and salt concentration. 

At low current densities, the dependence of potential on salt concentration is complex; we obtain 
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two local minima separated by a maximum at ���   = 0.12. This observation would suggest that 

the SEO/LiTFSI electrolyte with ���   = 0.12 is suboptimal. It is clear that analysis at low current 

densities may not accurately reflect electrolyte behavior in the vicinity of the limiting current.  

 

 

5. ABREVIATION AND SYMBOL 

Symbol  

^ Concentration of lithium salt in the conducting phase [mol cm-3] 

_ Salt diffusion coefficient [cm2 s-1] 

`a
`bcd 

Change in open-circuit potential with respect to the logarithm of the molal 
concentration of salt in the electrolyte [V] 

e The Faraday constant [C mol-1] 

f Current density [mA cm-2] 

fg,hij Experimentally measured limiting current density [mA cm-2] 

fg,kli Predicted maximum limiting current density using Newman’s concentrated solution 
theory [mA cm-2] 

fg,mnok Normalized limiting current density [mA cm-2] 

fg Limiting current density [mA cm-2] 

pqr Salt concentration in the PEO-rich phase, defined as the molar ratio, 
[gtuvwx]

[z{]  

| Ionic conductivity measured in a cell with blocking electrodes [S cm-1] 

}�~  Concentrated solution theory transference number of the anion with respect to the 

solvent velocity; }�~ = � − }�~   

�� Charge number of the cation 

�� Current fraction 
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�� Number of cations in the dissociated salt 

�^ Volume fraction of the conducting phase 

� Electrolyte thickness [cm] 

Li Lithium 

LiTFSI Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide salt 

Mw(PEO) Molecular weight of the poly(ethylene oxide) block 

Mw(PS) Molecular weight of the poly(styrene) block [kg mol-1] 

NMP N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 

PEO Poly(ethylene oxide) 

PS Poly(styrene) 

PS-b-PEO 

SEO 

Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-Poly(styrene) copolymer 

Φ Measured potential corrected for the potential drop due to interfacial impedance [V] 

Φf Experimentally measured steady-state electric potential [V] 

ΦSS Steady-state electric potential [V] 

p Salt concentration profile 

pqr Salt concentration in the PEO-rich phase, defined as the molar ratio, 
[gtuvwx]

[z{]  

� Voltage [V] 

� Position in the electrolyte [cm] 
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Figure 1. Absolute value of the potential drop across the electrolyte normalized by the thickness, 
|Φ|L-1, as a function of time for different applied current densities. The measured potential is 
corrected to account for the potential drop due to interfacial impedances at the 
electrode/electrolyte interfaces[23,25]. The current density was increased in steps as shown. All 

data were obtained for one cell with ��� = 0.085, and L = 43 μm at 90 °C. Similar data were 

obtained for all other ��� values. 
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Figure 2. Experimental limiting current density, square pink markers, and predicted limiting 
current density from dilute solution theory using Eq 2, turquoise dashed line, plotted as a 

function of salt concentration, ���. On the left y-axis, we show the limiting current density for an 
electrolyte of 20 µm thickness, iLnorm, calculated using Eq 1. On the right y-axis we show the 
limiting current density, iL, multiplied by the thickness, L. Markers show the experimentally 
measured limiting current density for an average of 4 to 6 cells. Error bars show the standard 
deviation of the measured data. 
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Figure 3. Concentration-dependent functions (a) J(r) and (b) G(r) versus salt concentration rav at 

90°C as defined in Eq 3 and Eq 5. The pink dashed curves show the polynomial and double 
exponential fits for (a) and (b) respectivel,y as defined in Eq 6 and Eq 7; while the markers show 
the calculated transport coefficients. Error bars represent standard deviations. Panel (a) was 
published in ref [27] and reproduced with permission.  
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Figure 4. (a) Salt concentration, r, as a function of position x/L in the cell at specified current 
densities calculated using Eq 3. (b) Steady-state electric potential normalized by thickness, ΦSS L-

1 as a function of position x/L at the same current densities calculated using Eq 5. Numerical 
problems preclude the calculation of potential profiles as the limiting current is approached. 

Calculations were conducted for a cell with L = 20 µm containing an electrolyte with ��� = 0.085 
at 90 °C. The cathode side is represented at x/L =1, while the anode side is represented at x/L = 0. 
When r reaches 0 at x/L = 1 the limiting current density is reached. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of experimentally measured steady-state electric potential normalized by 
thickness, Φf, L-1 (markers) and predicted steady-state potential using Eq 5 (dashed curves) in 
electrolytes at i = 0.02, 0.05, and 0.08 mA cm-2 at 90ºC for 50µm thick membranes. Error bars 
represent standard deviations for the measured data.  
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Figure 6. Limiting current density, iL, as a function of salt concentration ��� at 90 °C. The solid 
blue line shows the predicted limiting current density using Eq 3. On the left y-axis, we show the 
limiting current density for an electrolyte of 20 µm thickness, iLnorm, calculated using Eq 1. On 
the right y-axis we show the limiting current density, iL, multiplied by the thickness, L. 
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